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EDITORIAL  
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dyslexia.org 

Local Focus is published a 

minimum of 3 times per 

year in line with the 

academic year:  

Contact: Lynn Greenwold   

Welcome to the Spring edition of our Local Focus. 

It is with great sadness I pass on the news of the 

death of Sir Jim Rose.  

A former headteacher, which included two inner-

city schools, Sir Jim Rose went on to be Her 

Majesty’s Chief Inspector (HMI) of Primary 

Education and Director of Inspection for the 

Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted). Since 

retiring from the post in 1999, he has acted as a consultant and 

independent reviewer of government enquiries. At the request of the 

Secretary of State for Education, Jim led several independent reviews 

including a Review of the Teaching of Early Reading (2006), a Review of 

the Primary Curriculum (2008) and a review of the Identifying and 

Teaching Students with Dyslexia and other Learning Difficulties (2009). The 

latter led to the government’s committing £10 million to training specialist 

dyslexia teachers. He was President of the National Foundation for 

Education Research and also Chair of the Dyslexia-SpLD Trust . 

His ‘Independent Review of the Teaching of Early Reading (2006) led to 

the widespread introduction of phonics in the primary curriculum. His 

continuing work centred around the ‘simple view of reading’ stressing 

the two important dimensions of reading ‘word recognition’ and 

decoding has underpinned developing approaches to tackling reading.  

He was always sharing articles and research he found interesting 

keeping his passion for developing reading very much to the fore. He will 

certainly be missed. He was such a wonderful generous hearted man. 

Anyone who worked with him will have gained so much from knowing 

him. He was truly inspirational in his dedication.  

Lynn Greenwold 



 

 

Keynote Address by Dr Jessie Ricketts - 'Reading in adolescence: What do we know and what can we do?'  

Seminars 

• Understanding Orthography: Reading and Spelling Do Involve the Eyes! (SASC Authorised)  -  Dr 

Nancy Mather 

• The Pivotal Role of Orthographic Knowledge in Learning to Read and Spell. Evidence from Research 

and the Implications for Practice - Dr Sharon McMurray 

• Dyscalculia and Maths Learning Difficulties - a conversation between Judy Hornigold and Pete 

Jarrett 

• Executive Functions and their relationship to specific identified diagnoses (SASC Authorised) - Dr 

Rebecca Ashton 

• Development of Writing Assessment Tools for Children and Young People (SASC Authorised) - Prof 

Anna Barnett and Dr Nichola Stuart 

• Should We Assess and Train Learning and Study Strategies? Dr Cecil Reynolds 

The conference will, once again, be held online.  

As a run-up to the conference day all six seminars available to all delegates three weeks in advance of 

the conference, so you have the opportunity to watch them all before the day and submit questions to be 

put to the speakers in live Q&A sessions in the afternoon of the conference.  

All our speakers will be present at the event on the 22nd for live Question Time panel sessions with 

delegates.  

Exclusive Extras on Conference Platform 

We are pleased to have three experienced practitioners who have contributed to supporting dyslexic 

people to share with us the lessons they have learnt over the years: 

• Angie Wilkins who at 93 has been a leading practitioner teacher and trainer at the Carroll School in 

Boston USA. She was the President of the Orton-Gillingham Academy, and has wide experience in 

teaching approaches ranging from Orton-Gillingham, Project Read, and Structure Word inquiry. Her 

teaching experience ranges from children to adults, from schools to prisons, and she is still teaching 

adults from an ESL background, she has also embraced zoom and teaching adults living in Eastern 

Europe. 

• Jackie Murry trained on the first RSA teacher training course to train teachers to teach dyslexic 

learners with Violet Brand, she is an Educational Psychologist who is still assessing today and has a 

wealth of assessment experience. She was previously the Head Teacher of Fairley House school in 

London. Until recently, she ran the OCR courses at the school. 

• Jennie Price is a qualified specialist teacher and assessor who worked for the Educational 

Psychology Specialist Support Service, she also ran the OCR specialist courses in teaching and 

assessing dyslexic learners and was an external verifier. She has conducted many training courses for 

PATOSS and has a wealth of experience in assessment which she will be sharing with us. 

These short talks are available for the two days the conference platform is open before the conference 

begins. The conference will give you 8 hours general and 3.75 hours SASC Authorised CPD  

Bookings open now—www.patoss-dyslexia.org 
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FOR SALE Books for Sale 

Title Author Publisher Date of  

Publication 

Cost  plus 

£3.95 P&P  

Proust and the Squid Maryanne Wolf Icon Books 2008 £9.99 

Assessing, Preventing and Overcoming 

Reading Difficulties 

David A Kilpatrick John Wiley & Sons, Inc 2015 £33.99 

The Gift of Dyslexia - Why some of the brightest 

people can't read and how they can learn 

Ronald D Davis Souvenir Press Ltd. 1995 £2.99 

Dyslexia & Self-Concept - Seeking a Dyslexic 

Identity 

Robert Burden Whurr Publishers Ltd  2005 £32.99 

Autism, Access & Inclusion on the Front Line Matthew Hesmondhalgh Jessica Kingsley  

Publishers 

2006 £6.99 

Exploring Experiences of Advocacy by people 

with Learning Disabilities 

??? Jessica Kingsley  

Publishers 

2006 £4.99 

Mathematics for Dyslexics and Dyscalculics a 

Teaching Handbook 

Steve Chinn & Richard 

Ashcroft 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc 2017 £35.99 

Approaching Difficulties in Literacy 

Development 

Felicity Fletcher-Campbell 

Janet Soler Gavin 

SAGE Publishers  2009 £6.99 

Development of Dyslexia & other SpLD's Ginny Stacey with Sally 

Fowler 

Routledge 2020 £22.99 

Organisation and Everyday life with Dyslexia & 

Other SpLD's 

Ginny Stacey with Sally 

Fowler 

Routledge 2020 £19.99 

Tackling Disadvantage and Underachievement 

in Schools A practical guide for teachers 

Diane Montgomery Routledge 2020 £19.99 

The Complete Guide to Asperger's Syndrome Tony Attwood Jessica Kingsley  

Publishers 
2006 £12.99 

English Matters Susan Duberley Heinemann 1996 £3.99 

Psychometric Assessment, Statistics 7 Report 

Writing 

Dr Barry Johnson & Dr 

Gareth Hagger-Johnson 

Pearson 2013 £25.00 

Special Needs Language & Literacy Assessment 

Handbook for primary and secondary schools 

Gill Backhouse & Prue 

Ruback  

Hodder 2011 £25.00 

Myself As a Learner Scale 8-16+ Analysing self-

perception 

Robert Burden Imaginative Minds Ltd 2014 £25.00 

If you are interested in any of the below 

please contact the Patoss office on  

01386 257808 
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For more information on our training and events 

please visit the website 

  

www.patoss-dyslexia.org/All-Events  
  

 

Spring/Summer 2023 

 

• Metacognition for Students with SpLDs 

• A Diagnostic Maths Assessment for Primary and Early         

Secondary Years - to Formulate a Focused Teaching            

Intervention Plan 

• Parent Workshop: Mindfulness/Building Resilience/               

Reducing Anxiety 

• Spelling-Out-Orthography 

• Using Games for Those with Dyscalculia and Maths               

Difficulties – PARENTS or TEACHERS 

• Dyslexia: The Phonology-Reading Disconnection                   

Hypothesis: Why It Doesn’t Tell the Whole Story! 

• Venn diagrams and Icebergs: How to negotiate the                  

A to Z of SEND 

• Why Boredom is Truly Interesting and Absolutely Vital 

http://www.patoss-dyslexia.org/All-Events
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All up-to-date information on our training and 

events can be found on our website 

  

www.patoss-dyslexia.org/All-Events  
  

Sample List: 

 

• On Demand: Best Practice in the Assessment and intervention 

of children with Literacy Disorders for Primary and Secondary 

Age Students Series. 

• OnDemand: Diagnostic Assessment at Secondary Level: Best 

Practice in Testing and Reporting: SASC Authorised 

• OnDemand: Morph Mastery in the Classroom 

• OnDemand: Question and Answer Session with Professor  

Richard Wagner: using the CTOPP-2 and TOWRE-2:             

SASC Authorised 

• OnDemand: The Use and Interpretation of the TOMAL-2           

in Diagnostic Assessments and Assessing for Exam Access     

Arrangements: SASC Authorised 

• OnDemand: SpLD Assessment at Primary Level: Interpreting 

Findings and Making Recommendations: SASC Authorised 

http://www.patoss-dyslexia.org/All-Events
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Laura Bayntun-

Coward 

Email 

lcbcgeorgebayntun@yahoo

.co.uk  

AVON 
Tuesday 18th October: Nick Lait on JCQ Regulations: Nick was on 

exceptionally good form this year- a clear, concise summary of the 

essential changes for this year’s exams and members were reassured that 

there are not too many changes and how to avoid the most common 

mistakes.  

Wednesday 23rd November: Cat Heale on Supporting Students at KS2 

and KS3 in the area of Creative Writing. Cat was an enthusiastic speaker, 

with exciting stories to tell and a very positive approach to transforming 

writing for students who struggle with so many aspects of writing despite 

being creative. 

She also brought in her resources to share and they were available to 

buy at a reasonable price. An engaging and practical talk.  

Emma Puttock, Children’s 

Occupational Therapist & MD, has 

agreed to come to Bath Spa for a 

training session  

Future Events — March  

For formal Local Groups

Janet Goring and Maths 

Assessment part 2  

18th May 2023 
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For formal Local Groups

On 20th September 2022 Peter Warwick gave the first of two very 

informative talks for this term. He spoke to us about ways of teaching 

multiplication from the first stages, overcoming rote learning, to the 

more complex use the tables in calculations. He explained and 

demonstrated how helpful and important various manipulatives can 

be. 

On 08 November Peter explained and showed us how to introduce 

fractions, the importance of using the correct language from the start, 

what this language was and how to get students to model and use 

the language. He again concluded with how to teach fractions in 

calculations and showed us some games we could use in small 

groups or with whole classes. 

The committee met via Zoom and WhatsApp over the term to discuss 

and plan for 2023. 

 

 

Status: Formal Group 

Name: Sharon Dheraj  

Email: 

barnetandenfieldpatoss@ 

gmail.com 

Telephone 07949054946  

BARNET &  
ENFIELD 

We will have an assessors’ meeting to look at writing the 

overview section of reports and the Appendices. This is likely 

to be in person, tbc. Please contact 

mail@beverleykafka.com for more details  

Tues 21st March 2023 

AGM followed by an assessors’ 

meeting to look at life after SDMT. 

We will look at what each 

diagnostic test actually assesses 

and how we can help when 

students have problems in these 

different areas. Please contact 

mail@beverleykafka.com for more 

details.  

 

Thurs 11th May 2023 

Guest speaker on 

Developmental Language 

Disorder and Dyslexia, how 

they are linked and can be 

separated and how to 

intervene to support 

students with these 

difficulties. Please contact 

mail@beverleykafka.com for 

more details.  

Tues 6th June 2023 

mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com
mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com
mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Patricia Dale 

Email: 

Maypole_maiden@hotmail.

com 

General: 

patossbasingstoke@hotmail.

com 

Website: 

Unfortunately, the online presentation by Sarah Wakelin on spelling had 

to be postponed, but it is planned that this will take place in the Summer 

term 2023 (date tbc) 

 

Hampshire
(BASINGSTOKE) 

LOCALprogramme 

For formal Local Groups

Time: 7.00pm 

Caroline Bateman will give an online 
presentation about technology to support 
dyslexic students. Caroline runs Achieve 
Now (achievenow.org.uk) and offers a 
wealth of advice about inexpensive and 
zero cost technology. 

Wed 22nd Mar 2023 
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Gerardine Leonard  

Tell: 07703565382 

Email 

patoss.belfast@gmail.com 

 

The Groups Committee continued to  plan training / seminars for the 

spring term and responding to individual requests for information 

relating to training and other the Committee continues to pursue 

training for in having support for ASD students at third level education 

and methods of teaching reading for ASD students at primary level. 

Associates were advised of training formation being made available 

from other Local Groups  

BELFAST 

LOCALprogramme 

For formal Local Groups

Time: 19.30 - 20.00 

Diagnosing Maths Difficulties and Consequent Interventions’  
delivered by the renowned Dyscalculia and Dyslexia specialist 
Steve Chinn. The webinar will describe the components of a 
diagnostic protocol and implications for targeted interventions 
and will include subitising, number facts, short term and working 
memory, cognitive style and error number patterns and 
discussion. To attend, please  e-mail patoss.belfast@gmail and 
the link will be forwarded before the event.  

Wed 1st March 2023 

The Group is hoping to have their first 

face to face meeting, all being well, in 

Lisburn Library.  

Future Events 

mailto:patoss.belfast@gmail
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Status: Formal Group 

Name  

Email patossb@gmail.com 

Social Media:  

www.facebook.com/

BucksPatoss 

 

In September 2022 we welcomed back Sally Ann Morrison for another 

webinar, an excellent presentation on Spelling to Learn and a valuable 

update for teachers and assessors, which was much appreciated. 

Meetings will continue to be on-line for this year, given the issues with 

busy teaching lives, time as well as health concerns,  

On 16th November this year we held our AGM where 2 more members 

were voted onto the committee and one stepped down due to the 

health of their spouse. This was followed by a webinar from Louise Green 

giving us an update on the 2022/23 exam access arrangements and a 

valuable opportunity to ask /answer questions. 

On the 16th of January, we are meeting for our first committee meeting 

of 2023 to plan the Spring and Summer meetings. 

BUCKS 

LOCALprogramme 

Events for this term are just being finalised - these events will 

be held online via Zoom. 

When finalised, they will be advertised on our Facebook 

page, as well as by email. 

Tickets will be available from Eventbrite.   

 

For formal Local Groups

Future Events 
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Anne Stockdale 

Email: 

chesterpatoss@yahoo.co.uk 

Telephone 01244 335 819 

Meeting in person 

Sept 22  Nicola Jones-  A Teaching and Learning Assistant  “An 

intervention for Reading Inference”  In person at Caldy Valley Church 

Centre.  This was an informative and useful evening with lots of practical 

ideas given. 

November 10  AGM and talk from Jane Mullen on “Selective Mutism”.  

Jane is a Speech and Language therapist.  This talk was very useful for 

many of those attending.  Selective Mutism is now usually known as 

Situational Mutism which is a much more relevant title.  There were 

some good tips. The Question and Answer session was extremely 

helpful.   

There was also a sales table of a former member’s resources. 

In addition we have continued to circulate information about jobs, 

opportunities, courses and answer questions from all our members by 

email.  The Secretary has also had some phone calls too.  In this way we 

have been available for support when people have needed it. 

CHESTER & 
DISTRICT 

LOCALprogramme 

Dates for 2023 

March 23 this will be a Zoom meeting.  Dominic Petronzi will speak on 

‘Maths Anxiety’ 

 

May 18  in person meeting.   Sally-Ann Morrison an experienced SpLD 

practitoner and lecturer will talk about Analysing Spelling, which 

should help us be better practioners. 

 

June 22  in person meeting.  Sharing of resources and good practice 

locally.  Also our social evening with homemade refreshments. 

 

Sept 21  in person 

 

Nov 16  AGM and talk 

 

The Chester and District Patoss group meet every half term. 

We are always pleased to welcome new members and visitors. 

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name:  

Email: 

iis.cooper@ntlworld.com  

 

EAST ANGLIA 
Sadly we have not had any meetings. Our November workshop was 

during a high Covid outbreak so we didn’t feel able to meet in person 

and our speaker particularly wished to do his lecture face to face. 

Our January speaker had to cancel due to illness and our members 

told us that they were so tired they did not want a meeting in May. 

LOCALprogramme 

Sam Lee-McCloud on Study Skills.  

Time: 6.30pm - 8.00pm 

Venue: The Perse Prep School, Trumpington Rd, 

Cambridge CB2 8EX      

Price: Free 

Mon 24th April 2023 

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name Jennie Price 

Telephone  

Email  

eeapatoss@gmail.com  

EAST OF EAST 
ANGLIA 

We have been pleased to circulate the various online shared sessions 

from other Local Groups. At the moment we’re thinking about new 

venues and whether events could be organised at different places 

across our vast area! In the meantime, members will be invited to 

meet virtually to discuss and plan ahead. 

 

  

LOCALprogramme 

For formal Local Groups

Online invite to meet and discuss next steps 

Thursday 16th March at 7:00 pm. Please email 

Jennie.  eeapatoss@Gmail.com for the link and to 

suggest anything you would like to discuss. 

Thurs 16th March 2023 

mailto:eeapatoss@Gmail.com
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Monica Lock 

Email: 

patossglosevents@yahoo.co

.uk 

Website: 

www.patoss-glos.wix.com/

patoss 

Nick Lait, Senior Examinations and Committee Manager at the Joint Council for 

Qualifications, explained the updates to Access Arrangements for students at Key 

Stage 4 + for 2022/2023 on September 28th at Cheltenham College at 7pm. As ever 

Nick provided us with a clear and informative overview of the changes in the 

regulations. 

 

On November 16th 2022, at 7pm, Kris Ventris-Field, a Regional Adviser and Associate 

Trainer for the national charity ‘Read Easy UK’, gave the presentation ‘We Help 

Adults Learn to Read’. Kris is also a member of the Gloucestershire Patoss 

Committee. Kris explained the work of Read Easy, how local groups are established; 

the programmes and strategies it uses, including the ‘Shannon Trust’s Turning Pages’ 

phonics scheme; and the ways in which it coaches and supports adults with 

reading fluency and comprehension. Kris’ talk was followed by the Gloucestershire 

Patoss AGM. 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

LOCALprogramme 

Speaker: Neil MacKay 

Time: 7.00pm 

Neil MacKay will be providing us with a presentation via Zoom about ‘High Impact 

Comprehension’. This talk will be suitable for those working with both primary and 

secondary ages. Neil is a freelance consultant and trainer who created the 

concept of Dyslexia Friendly Schools. Having worked with children with a wide 

range of ages, needs and abilities, he offers workable responses, that are 

classroom based, for a range of diverse learning needs, in ways which meet those 

needs without affecting the work of the rest of the class. He provides entertaining 

and thought-provoking opportunities for teachers and teaching assistants to 

reflect on and develop their practice.  

Tues 7th Feb 2023 

For formal Local Groups

Pauline Grant will be talking to 

us about Auditory Processing 

Difficulties at the Post 16 Centre 

at Alderman Knight School, 

Tewkesbury, GL20 8JJ. Pauline is 

an audiologist, qualified 

teacher of the deaf and a 

member and former chair of 

the British Society of Audiology 

Auditory Processing Difficulties 

Committee  

 

Wed 17th May 2023 

Speaker: Nick Lait 

Time: 7.00pm 

Venue: Cheltenham College 

Nick Lait, Senior Examinations and 

Committee Manager at the Joint 

Council for Qualifications, will 

provide us with his annual update 

to Access Arrangements for 

students at Key Stage 4 + for 

2023/2024  

Wed 20th Sept 2023 
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Margaret Pereira  

Email:  

laura@bloombergs.co.uk 

Website: 

www.harrowpatoss.org 

Harrow Patoss is a very active and vibrant local group run by a most 

enthusiastic committee. During the pandemic we started to deliver 

webinars via Zoom, which proved to be very popular and increased our 

membership of a very diverse range of SpLD practitioners and 

educational professionals.  On 15th June, we delivered our last webinar of 

the academic year. Susan Brooks, an Educational Psychologist with 

many years of experience, delivered a most informative and thought-

provoking webinar on ‘Enabling Autistic Girls and Women to Achieve 

their Potential’. This event was well attended and feedback was most 

positive.   

 

Our first webinar of the new academic year was by Clare Ward, a 

speech and language therapist, who  gave a very interesting talk titled 

“Anxiety, Engagement and Universal Design for Those who Learn 

Differently”. She focused her talk on her work with children, based on the 

idea that what underlines many psychological difficulties is a low 

tolerance of uncertainty. She gave us lots of useful ideas for a  whole 

school approach using the 3S model of support.  

We also run a very supportive Online Assessors Group. Past meetings 

have included a very useful session on ‘Tricky Profiles that do not sit neatly 

within the box’ and a webinar on 'Changes to the JCQ Access 

Arrangements and Reasonable Adjustments 2022/2023 and 

Implications' delivered by the very knowledgeable Louise Green.  Our 

next meeting will cover the new WJIV  test and a discussion about 

the withdrawal of  the SDMT test. 

LOCALprogramme 

HARROW 

We have an exciting programme of more online talks on subjects of 

interest to our members. Details can be found on our website 

www.harrowpatoss.org which we are currently in the process of 

developing and promoting. 

• Wed Jan 18th 2023 Arran Smith from Microsoft with “Practical IT 

strategies across age groups”. 

• Thurs June 15th 2023 Romy Seidel, a Speech and Language expert- 

details to follow. 

• Thurs Sept 28th 2023 Jenny Meyer with “Practical strategies for 

dyspraxia.” 

NB All events are free to members of Harrow Patoss and £10.00 for  

non-members. 

Future Events  

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Kevin Smith 

Email: kws1664@gmail.com 

 

The group continues to publicise national Patoss training events and 

online events offered by other local Patoss groups to members. Loan 

of assessments and supply of assessment forms continues to be a 

popular service to members. 

 

 

 

NORTH HERTS  
MID BED 

LOCALprogramme 

We are considering the future of 

group events, whether live or 

online. 

Future Events 

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Sharn English 

Email: 

sharn@starsen.co.uk 

 

Patoss, Northampton Training Event, Wednesday November 9th 2022, 

Independent Trainer, Armande Fryatt presented two topics related to 

analysis for dyslexia diagnostic assessment reports. 

How to relate scores to the average with consistency  

Scores outside of the average range must be consistently related to 

the average, highlighting differences. Scores within the average range 

must have the descriptors mid, low, or below average but not overly 

compared with each other, as they are all within the average range.  

Understanding and reporting statistically significant differences  

This topic was highlighted in the following tests: 

WRIT – examples of when not to add together subtest scores and 

for vernal/visual ability or general ability.  

TOWRE-2 – reminders that the composite must always be 

calculated, despite statistically significance differences, which 

must still be commented on and analysed.  

CTOPP-2 – as TOWRE-2, reminders that the composite must always 

be calculated, despite statistically significance differences, 

which must still be commented on and analysed.  

Melanie Sweeney, Committee Member Patoss Northampton  

NORTHAMPTON 

LOCALprogramme 

 

Future Events TBC 

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Emma Farrier 

Email: 

patossnottinghamshire@gmail.

com 

 

Our PATOSS Nottinghamshire Autumn Lecture took place on Wednesday, 

16th November 2022 7.00 – 8.30pm by Zoom. Dr Sally Payne spoke on the 

topic of Sensory Processing Difficulties & SpLD at school and college.  

Dr Payne has worked with children and young people as an occupational 

therapist in the West Midlands for more than 25 years and joined the Royal 

College of Occupational Therapists as a Professional Adviser in April 2018. 

She is a former Chair of the Dyspraxia Foundation and continues to support 

the Medical Panel and the Professional Journal editing team. Sally has a 

particular interest in teenagers with dyspraxia who were the focus of her 

PhD research. She is also a consultant to CBeebies for the programme Tree 

Fu Tom.  

The talk explored  areas such as: What do we mean by ‘sensory 

processing’? The eight sensory systems, the four sensory profiles and what 

we can do to help at school and college. At the end there was an 

opportunity for discussion and questions.  

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

LOCALprogramme 

For formal Local Groups

Future Events 2023 TBC 

Plans for our Spring 2023 meeting are underway. Please email 

patossnottinghamshire@gmail.com for further details or to 

request to go on our mailing list.  

mailto:patossnottinghamshire@gmail.com
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Status: Formal Group 

Name Janet Barlow 

Email 

shropshirepatoss@gmail.com 

 

Our new academic term got off to a strong start with our first meeting being 

a talk on Morphology from Louise Selby, author of Morph Mastery. This was a 

remote meeting attended by 55  of us – a mix of Shropshire Patoss members 

and colleagues and members of other local groups from all over the 

country. 

Our next meeting was an Access Arrangements Update course, once again 

ably led by Lia Castiglione, Head of Training at Communicate-ed. Lia took 

us carefully and comprehensively through the JCQ regulations for access 

arrangements and answered questions from the audience. This is the fourth 

time Lia has run the course for our group and the 21 attendees were very 

appreciative of her knowledge and deep understanding of the regulations, 

all but one of the attendees were returning delegates which demonstrates 

the importance of the course to practitioners. 

Our third meeting of the term was a highly successful evening’s talk on 

‘Executive Functions: the brain processes behind many neurological traits’ 

by Victoria Bagnall of Connections in Mind. This was an enthusiastic and 

highly interactive session which was enjoyed by a good audience of 76 of 

us. Victoria gave lots of time over to answering questions from the 

audience. The evening was so successful that we have booked Victoria to 

give us a follow-on talk in May. 

Our AGM was held in January, once again remotely.  

SHROPSHIRE 

OSWESTRY & NORTH 

SHROPSHIRE 

LOCALprogramme 

Sally Agobiabi and Caroline 

White: ‘Living and Learning with 

Aphantasia’  

Venue: Oswestry Cricket Club, 

Morda Road, Oswestry, SY11 2AY. 

Time: 7:30pm - 09:00pm. 

Price: tbc 

Thurs16th March 2023 

For formal Local Groups

Laura Bloomberg: ‘Reading Comprehension Inference Training’ 

Venue: On-line via Zoom. 

Time: 7:30pm - 9:00pm. 

Price: tbc 

 Thurs 9th Feb 2023 

Venue: On-line via Zoom. 

Time: 7:30pm - 9:00pm. 

Price: tbc 

Thurs 18th May 2023 
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Craig Keane  

Tel:  

Email 

patosscardiff@gmail.com  

Dec 2022 - Morph Mastery with Louise Selby.    

 

Please contact patosscardiff@gmail.com 

SOUTH WALES 

LOCALprogramme 

TBC 

 

Future Events 

For formal Local Groups
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Status: Formal Group 

Name: Tina O’Regan 

Tel:  

Email: 

patosssurrey@gmail.com 

Autumn Term Term 2022  

PATOSS Surrey first guest speaker through Zoom – 35 attendees  

30th November 2022  

Judy Hornigold – Maths difficulties KS2 and KS3  

Judy provided an informative talk and Q and A session. She reinforced 

that there is  more than one way of solving maths problems - use 

concrete objects/ movement /pictures and diagrams and use 

metacognition. She incorporated pupil’s previous knowledge to build 

concepts of quadratic graphs with the use of area and  praised the 

use of Napier’s Rods for securing multiplication, together with the use 

of counters of different  colours for negative and positive numbers.  

 

Also discussed was the efficacy of Dynamo Maths as a dyscalculia 

screener and teaching resource.  We all welcomed the use of 

squared paper as an accommodation for GCSEs.  

SURREY 

LOCALprogramme 

We will be holding a general networking session in 

the Spring Term and a handwriting online talk from 

a handwriting specialist in the Summer term.  

Please patosssurrey@gmail.com for more details  

Dates - TBC  

For formal Local Groups

mailto:patosssurrey@gmail.com
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Status: Formal Group 

Name; Helen Wells, Sarah 

Patel 

Email: 

westyorkshirepatoss@gmail.

com 

Telephone: 07716 222 303 

Social Media: 

www.facebook.com/

groups/553994944999043/ 

Please refer to West Yorkshire Patoss Facebook page for more details 

of upcoming meetings and training events.   

LOCALprogramme 

WEST  
YORKSHIRE 

Future Dates - TBC    

Please refer to West Yorkshire Patoss 

Facebook page for more details of 

upcoming meetings and training events.   

For formal Local Groups



 

 

 

 



 

 

26 LOCALdiary 

Tues 7th  Gloucs Local Group 

Topic High Impact Comprehension 

Speaker Neil MacKay 

Venue Zoom 

Time 7.00pm 

Charge  

Contact patossglosevents@yahoo.co.uk 

Thurs 9th Shropshire Local Group 

Topic Reading Comprehension Inference Training 

Speaker Laura Bloomberg 

Venue On-line via Zoom 

Time 7.30pm - 9.00pm 

Charge Tbc 

Contact shropshirepatoss@gmail.com  

February 2023 

Wed 1st  Belfast Local Group 

Topic Diagnosing Maths Difficulties and Consequent Interventions   

Speaker Steve Chinn 

Venue Webinar 

Time 7.30pm - 9.00pm 

Charge  

Contact patoss.belfast@gmail.com  

March 2023 

mailto:patoss.belfast@gmail.com


 

 

27 LOCALdiary 

Thurs 16th  East of East Anglia Local Group 

Topic Meet and discuss next steps 

Speaker  

Venue Online 

Time 7.00pm 

Charge  

Contact Jennie.  eeapatoss@Gmail.com  

March 2023 

Thurs 16th Shropshire Group 

Topic Living and Learning with Aphantasia  

Speaker Sally Agobiabi and Caroline White  

Venue Oswestry Cricket Club, Morda Road, Oswestry, SY11 2AY  

Time 7.30 - 9.00pm 

Charge TBC 

Contact shropshirepatoss@gmail.com  

Tues 21st  Barnet and Enfield Local Group 

Topic  Assessors’ meeting 

Speaker  

Venue Likely to be in person—TBC 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact mail@beverleykafka.com  

mailto:eeapatoss@Gmail.com
mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com


 

 

28 LOCALdiary 

March 2023 
Wed 22nd Hampshire (Basingstoke) Local Group 

Topic Technology to support dyslexic students  

Speaker Caroline Bateman 

Venue Online 

Time 7.00pm 

Charge  

Contact www.basingstokepatoss.org.uk  

Thurs 23rd Chester Local Group 

Topic Maths Anxiety 

Speaker Dominic Petronzi 

Venue Zoom 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact chesterpatoss@yahoo.co.uk  

DATE TBC Avon Local Group 

Topic 
Children’s Occupational Therapist & MD has agreed to come to Bath Spa for a 

training session 

Speaker Emma Puttock 

Venue Bath Spa 

Time TBC 

Charge TBC 

Contact  



 

 

29 LOCALdiary 

April 2023 

 Wed 16th  East Anglia Local Group 

Topic Study Skills 

Speaker Sam Lee-McCloud  

Venue The Perse Prep School, Trumpington Rd, Cambridge CB2 8EX  

Time 6.30 - 8.00pm 

Charge Free 

Contact patosseastanglia@gmail.com  



 

 

30 LOCALdiary 

 

 
Thurs 11th  Barnet and Enfield Local Group 

Topic AGM followed by an Assessors’ meeting to look at life after SDMT  

Speaker  

Venue TBC 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact Please contact mail@beverleykafka.com for more details. 

Wed 17th  Gloucestershire Local Group 

Topic Auditory Processing Difficulties 

Speaker Pauline Grant 

Venue Post 16 Centre at Alderman Knight School, Tewkesbury, GL20 8JJ 

Time TBC 

Charge TBC 

Contact patossglosevents@yahoo.co.uk 

  

May 2023 

mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com
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May 2023 

Thurs 18th Avon Local Group 

Topic Maths Assessment part 2  

Speaker Janet Goring  

Venue TBC 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact  

Thurs 18th Chester Local Group 

Topic Sally-Ann Morrison 

Speaker Analysing Spelling, which should help us be better practitioners  

Venue In person meeting 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact chesterpatoss@yahoo.co.uk  

Thurs 18th Shropshire Local Group 

Topic Executive Functions - Part 2 

Speaker Victoria Bagnall 

Venue Online via Zoom 

Time 7.30 - 9.00pm 

Charge TBC 

Contact shropshirepatoss@gmail.com  



 

 

32 LOCALdiary 

June 2023 

Tues 6th Barnet and Enfield Local Group 

Topic Developmental Language Disorder and Dyslexia  

Speaker Guest Speaker 

Venue Tbc 

Time Tbc 

Charge  

Contact Please contact mail@beverleykafka.com for more details. 

  Thurs 15th  Harrow Local Group 

Topic Speech and Language expert 

Speaker Romy Seidel 

Venue Tbc 

Time tbc 

Charge  

Contact www.harrowpatoss.org which  

DATE TBC  Chester Local Group 

Topic Sharing of resources and good practice locally  

Speaker  

Venue TBC 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact  

mailto:mail@beverleykafka.com
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September 2023 

Wed 20th Gloucestershire Local Group 

Topic Annual update to Access Arrangements for students at Key Stage 4+ for 2023/2024 

Speaker Nick Lait 

Venue Cheltenham College 

Time 7.00pm 

Charge TBC 

Contact patossglosevents@yahoo.co.uk 

  Thurs 28th  Harrow Local Group 

Topic Practical Strategies for dyspraxia 

Speaker Jenny Meyer 

Venue TBC 

Time TBC 

Charge  

Contact www.harrowpatoss.org which  



 

 

 
Diagnosing Dyslexia: Assessment Practice 

and Reporting (DDAPR) 

 

 

Patoss working alongside the University of Chester present an 

exciting new course leading to an Assessment Practising 

Certificate, dates now set for January 2024, enrolments now 

open 

• Explore your understanding of dyslexia 

• Develop your existing professional practice skills, knowledge and 

understanding as a specialist teacher and access arrangements assessor into 

those of the specialist teacher/assessor. 

• Develop and underpin diagnostic assessment skills and qualify for an APC. 

 

This is a 12 month course developed to support those working part time or full 

time within an educational setting and who wish to gain an additional 

professional qualification. This course would also be suitable for those who are 

self-employed and/ or work on a freelance basis.  

We are entering a period of significant educational reform with the proposed 

National Standards for SEN, this qualification may help you to provide guidance 

to an educational setting(s) with respect to the identification and assessment of 

students with dyslexia.  

Contact course leader, Sarah Reay ddapr@patoss-dyslexia.org 

This course replaces Professional Practice in Assessment and Reporting (PPAR) from January 2023 

Through a combination of compulsory ‘live’ taught online sessions, 

1:1 tutorials, networking groups and self-directed study, you will 

gain the knowledge, understanding and professional practice skills 

to assess for dyslexia. 

NEW  

COURSE 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Join National Patoss for these benefits 


